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BENKO CHAIR

Michael Thonet's company designed the No. 811
Bentwood Chair in the 1920s. Sometimes also called
the "Prague chair" the No. 811 bentwood chair is
often attributed to Josef Hoffmann, but is more likely
the design of Josef Frank. The A811 bentwood chair
was first introduced as the A64F and had a different
version of front legs than later versions.  The No. 811
bentwood chair is also one of the first versions of
bentwood chairs to be offered in a variety of colored
finishes that were not previously offered.  The No.
811 bentwood chair was one of the company's most
popular 20th-century designs and is still widely used
by designers worldwide.

In the 1840s Michael Thonet began experimenting
with bentwood furniture made by bending wood that
had been steamed into a soft and pliable state. Over
the next 20 years, Michael Thonet and his sons
developed the processes and machines that would
allow them to build bentwood furniture in
unprecedented quantities. It was in this time period
that he developed what has become thought of as
the "traditional" Michael Thonet designed bentwood
chair: one featuring a backrest and back legs made
from a single piece, a rounded cane or laminated
seat, and front legs. In his effort to reduce the
number of pieces used in building bentwood chairs,
he had to connect the main elements that existed on
different planes.  This could only be achieved by
bending wood.  Michael Thonet's further
experimentation with bending wood yielded amazing
results.  By the 1850s, Michael Thonet's bentwood
styles had become mainstream, and he was on his
way to creating a catalog of bentwood chairs yet to
be rivaled.

The output of Michael Thonet's factories was vast,
due in part to his idea of designing separate pieces
that would be combined to make a large number of
models. Michael Thonet stands out as a designer and
pioneer both in mass production and in design, as he
artistically explored the new forms and unique
qualities of his newly invented technique.
 Remarkably few changes have been necessary over
the last 150 years. The factory still follows the 19th-
century production methods developed by Michael
Thonet to produce stylistically accurate, handsome,
and sturdy bentwood chairs, bentwood stools, tables,
and accessories.

Materials:  Bentwood chair.  Frame in solid natural
beechwood or beechwood with stain.  Upholstered
seat with fabric or leather.
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Dimensions

 

80 cm 45 cm 54 cm 46 cm
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Arms No

Leadtime Stock

Linking No

Material Timber, Upholstered

Stacking No

Price 200 – 500, More than 500

Brand Content

Michael Thonet's company designed the No. 811 Bentwood Chair in the 1920s. Sometimes also called the "Prague chair"
the No. 811 bentwood chair is often attributed to Josef Hoffmann, but is more likely the design of Josef Frank. The A811
bentwood chair was first introduced as the A64F and had a different version of front legs than later versions.  The No.
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811 bentwood chair is also one of the first versions of bentwood chairs to be offered in a variety of colored finishes that
were not previously offered.  The No. 811 bentwood chair was one of the company's most popular 20th-century designs
and is still widely used by designers worldwide.

In the 1840s Michael Thonet began experimenting with bentwood furniture made by bending wood that had been
steamed into a soft and pliable state. Over the next 20 years, Michael Thonet and his sons developed the processes and
machines that would allow them to build bentwood furniture in unprecedented quantities. It was in this time period that
he developed what has become thought of as the "traditional" Michael Thonet designed bentwood chair: one featuring a
backrest and back legs made from a single piece, a rounded cane or laminated seat, and front legs. In his effort to reduce
the number of pieces used in building bentwood chairs, he had to connect the main elements that existed on different
planes.  This could only be achieved by bending wood.  Michael Thonet's further experimentation with bending wood
yielded amazing results.  By the 1850s, Michael Thonet's bentwood styles had become mainstream, and he was on his
way to creating a catalog of bentwood chairs yet to be rivaled.

The output of Michael Thonet's factories was vast, due in part to his idea of designing separate pieces that would be
combined to make a large number of models. Michael Thonet stands out as a designer and pioneer both in mass
production and in design, as he artistically explored the new forms and unique qualities of his newly invented technique.
 Remarkably few changes have been necessary over the last 150 years. The factory still follows the 19th-century
production methods developed by Michael Thonet to produce stylistically accurate, handsome, and sturdy bentwood
chairs, bentwood stools, tables, and accessories.

Materials:  Bentwood chair.  Frame in solid natural beechwood or beechwood with stain.  Upholstered seat with fabric or
leather.

 

Dimensions

 

80 cm 45 cm 54 cm 46 cm

 

BRAND

Paged
Paged hospitality furniture is known for its diversity in design, and is recognised by its solid woods and natural veneers.
Paged is a manufacturer of choice for the contract market, offering its high-end designs for a vast range of interior design
projects. To view our complete range of Paged furniture, book your visit to out Abbotsford showroom today.

ELEVATE YOUR VENUE WITH PAGED FURNITURE

Explore the range of Paged hospitality furniture, including chairs, armchairs, bar stools, tables and side tables, perfect for
your hotel, restaurant or café. Offering both exquisite handmade bentwood furniture and modern, upholstered furniture
and accessories, Paged is suited to traditional and modern venues alike. For assistance in selecting the right pieces for
your purposes, get in touch with our team today. With interior designers on hand, we can help with the entire venue
design process, through to quotation and installation, making the furniture selection process simple. To get a quote on
Paged furniture, give us a call today, or request a quote online. Simply add your favourite Paged pieces to your individual
Quote List, which you can send off to our sales team, who will advise you on pricing, delivery and installation.
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